
 

Symphony PrestoTM MFP 
 

A complete package for Asset 
Managers 

Presto Managed Futures Portfolio (MFP) helps 

Asset Managers to profitably administer Futures & 

Options based portfolios for their valued clients.  

Asset Managers can leverage unique features like 

‘Auto Roll Over’, Client Management, Automatic 

order placement for multiple clients etc. Buy/Sell 

Triggers can be generated from custom developed 

algos or 3rd-party tools, and then automatically 

routed to MFP.  

This type of sophisticated software was previously 

limited only to large institutions. 

 

 Create open positions based on custom algos 

or directly feed Buy/Sell triggers from favorite 

charting package or 3rd-party decision making 

tools like AmiBroker, MS Excel etc. 

 Roll-over automatically on Expiry day (or on 

any day prior to expiry-day) based on custom-

rules. Automatically cancel open orders on 

expiring contracts. 

 Control or monitor Positions/ Orders/ Trades 

Client-wise/ Account-wise 

 Exit the open-positions based on custom logic 

and pre-defined stop-loss/profit-taking rules 

Salient Features of Presto™ MFP: 

How MFP makes life easier ….    

 Send orders for multiple clients based on a single 

buy/sell  trigger 

 Automate Day Roll Over based on  Gap Up, Gap 

Down, Same Price 

 Customize Contract Roll Over on client-by-client 

basis 

 Built-In Money Management - Order placement  and 

order size determination based on client’s exposure 

availability 

 1-click solution to square-off all positions in adverse 

situations 

 Inbuilt intelligent Entry and Exit order-execution 

rules that can greatly increase your chance to make 

profits 

 Integrate 3rd party trigger generation tool with built-

in smart Execution logic 

Pain points for Asset Managers: 

  Manually send orders one-by-one for multiple clients 

 Manually manage orders in case of Day Roll 

over(Gap up, Gap Down) 

 Manually manage orders on Contract Roll over 

 Generate Buy/Sell Triggers from 1 software  & 

manually Execute Orders from another software 

 Manually place orders based on the clients Risk 

Profile & fund  availability 

 Manually adjust trading quantity if client portfolio 

size increases/decreases  
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About Symphony FinTech: 

Symphony FinTech is Indian financial industry's leading solution provider of 

automated trading software for equities, futures, options, commodities and FX. 

With offices in Mumbai, India and New Jersey, USA, we work in harmony with our 

clients' needs to offer customized solutions and increase profitability on trading 

desks. 

Transparency, flexibility, speed and reliability are critical to success in today's 

automated trading environment. Sophisticated traders use Symphony's 

automated trading platform to capture latest market opportunities with prop 

algorithms. http://www.symphonyfintech.com/aboutus.html 
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